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Perturbation theory and the classical limit of quantum
mechanics

S. M. McRaea) and E. R. Vrscay
Department of Applied Mathematics, Faculty of Mathematics, University of Waterloo,
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1, Canada

~Received 11 June 1996; accepted for publication 25 February 1997!

We consider the classical limit of quantum mechanics from the viewpoint of per-
turbation theory. The main focus is time dependent perturbation theory, in particu-
lar, the time evolution of a harmonic oscillator coherent state in an anharmonic
potential. We explore in detail a perturbation method introduced by Bhaumik and
Dutta-Roy@J. Math. Phys.16, 1131~1975!# and resolve several complications that
arise when this method is extended to second order. A classical limit for coherent
states used by the above authors is then applied to the quantum perturbation ex-
pansions and, to second order, the classical Poincare´–Lindstedt series is retrieved.
We conclude with an investigation of the connection between the classical limits of
time dependent and time independent perturbation theories, respectively. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0022-2488~97!01406-0#

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper represents a continuation of a series of investigations of classical limits of quantum
mechanical perturbation expansions. Previously1 we showed that the classical mechanical~CM!
version of the Hellmann–Feynman~HF! theorem could be used to generate the CM Poincare´–von
Zeipel perturbation expansions2 of a periodic orbit with fixed classical actionJ. The CM
Poincare´–von Zeipel perturbation expansion associated with a periodic orbit having actionJ can
be obtained from the quantum mechanical~QM! Rayleigh–Schro¨dinger expansion of an eigenstate
by the following classical limit:n→`,\→0, with n\5J. This limit was first applied to the
one-dimensional quartic anharmonic oscillator by Turchetti3 and then studied rigorously by Graffi
and Paul.4 ~The most important features of this classical limit are summarized in Appendix A.!

In this paper we focus on time dependent quantum mechanical perturbation theory with the
same goal in mind, i.e. retrieving classical mechanical perturbation expansions from their QM
counterparts by means of an appropriate classical limit which involves the mathematical operation
\→0. Here we explore in some detail a perturbation method introduced by Bhaumik and Dutta-
Roy ~BD!5 which involves harmonic oscillator coherent states~HOCS! ua&, whereaPC. As is
well known,6–8 in the time evolution of a HOCS under the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian, the
quantum expectation valuêx(t)& becomes the classical functionx(t)5A cos(v0t1f) when the
following classical limit is taken:\→0,uau→`, with uauA\ fixed and proportional toA. BD
applied this classical limit of coherent states~which we refer to as CLCS! to the time dependent
quantum mechanical perturbation expansion for an anharmonic oscillator where the initial condi-
tion C(x,0) was a perturbed HOCS. It was observed that in this classical limit the perturbation
expansion for̂ C(x,t)ux̂uC(x,t)& becomes, at least to first order, the Poincare´–Lindstedt pertur-
bation series for the positionx(t) of the periodic orbit for the classical anharmonic oscillator.
@Here,C(x,t) is the solution of the time dependent Schro¨dinger equation for the anharmonic
potential.# Subsequently, the BD perturbation method was applied to a variety of Hamiltonians9–17

and the classical perturbation series retrieved in all cases. However, all calculations, including
those of BD, were performed only to first order. In a number of papers, it was concluded that the

a!Present address: Department of Physics, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, British Columbia V5A 1S6, Canada.
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extension of this perturbation method and its classical limit would be straightforward. Indeed, in a
somewhat cavalier fashion, it was also suggested that this procedure could actually represent an
easier method to generate the well known classical perturbation expansions for periodic orbits. We
have found that this isnot the case. Indeed, a proper calculation of even the second order quantum
corrections involves a great deal of care and the extension to higher orders is not obvious. The
quantum results involve infinite summations which can be written in closed form only if first order
terms are retained, but cannot be expressed in closed form if higher order terms are included. In
addition, the success of this method depends heavily upon the initial conditions chosen for the
quantum problem. We show below that ‘‘secular terms’’ in the classical limit of the quantum
expansions are avoided if the initial conditions specified by BD are chosen. The proper classical
mechanical expansions may be obtained~at least to second order!, but only if a proper ‘‘renor-
malization’’ of expansions is performed. This is actually analogous to what happens in classical
mechanics, as we explain below. Preliminary results18 and later progress19 of this procedure have
been reported. Complete details are to be found in the thesis of McRae.20

The complications in higher order calculations mentioned above are not limited to perturba-
tion theory in the Schro¨dinger picture—they also appear in the Heisenberg picture. We have also
studied this problem and refer the reader to Ref. 21 for details.

We conclude this paper by establishing a connection between then\5J classical limit of time
independent~Rayleigh–Schro¨dinger! perturbation theory and theuauA\ classical limit of time
dependent coherent state perturbation theory. The connection between these two limits is not
obvious apart from the common mathematical operation of letting\→0. Some insight is provided
from an analysis of the unperturbed harmonic oscillator problem. This connection between limits
also reveals that an infinity of quantum mechanical wavefunctions contribute to the construction of
a single classical orbit in the classical limit.

Many of the calculations presented in this paper were done with the aid of the symbolic
computation package MAPLE.22,23

II. CLASSICAL PERTURBATION THEORY: ESSENTIALS

Of specific interest are periodic solutions (x(t),p(t)) to Hamilton’s equations of motion,
ẋ(t)5]H/]p and ṗ(t)52]H/]x, in particular, where the Hamiltonian functionH(x,p) is the
perturbation of a solvable problem,

H~x,p!5H ~0!~x,p!1lH ~1!~x,p!. ~2.1!

A standard technique for determining periodic orbits of such perturbed problems is the Poincare´–
Lindstedt method~see Nayfeh24 p. 58, Murdock25 p. 157, or Verhulst26 p. 130, for example!. It is
normally applied to problems having the form

ẍ1v0
2x5« f ~ t,x,ẋ,«!, ~2.2!

where f either does not depend explicitly upont ~i.e., an autonomous system! or is periodic in
t. The key idea of this method is that aT-periodic solution to Eq.~2.2! is written as a generalized
asymptotic expansion of the form

x~ t !5 (
n50

N

xk~s!ek1O~eN11!, as e→0, ~2.3!

where the perturbation coefficientsxk(s) areT-periodic in the scaled time variables5vt. The
frequencyv is expressed as an asymptotic expansion in powerse, i.e.

v5v01v1e1v2e
21••• . ~2.4!
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The correctionsvk are typically determined by the requirement that no secular, or unbounded,
solutions~e.g.,tsinv0t) may appear. Details of this procedure and applications may be found in the
references cited above.

We shall be primarily concerned with the quartic anharmonic oscillator Hamiltonian,

H~x,p!5
p2

2m
1
mv0

2

2
x21lx4. ~2.5!

From Hamilton’s equations we have

ẍ1v0
2x1«x350, ~2.6!

where«54lm21. Now assume that the initial conditions are given by

x~0!5A, ẋ~0!50. ~2.7!

The net result, to second order inl, is

x~ t !5A cos~vt !1
A3l

8mv0
2 @cos~3vt !2cos~vt !#1

A5l2

16v0
4m2

3F234 cos~vt !26 cos~3vt !1
1

4
cos~5vt !G1•••, ~2.8!

where

v5v01
3A2

2mv0
l2

21A4

16m2v0
3 l21

81A6

32m3v0
5 l31•••. ~2.9!

The perturbation expansion for the momentum can be found by differentiating Eq.~2.8!:

p~ t !5mẋ~ t !52mv0A sin~vt !1
A3l

8v0
@211 sin~vt !23 sin~3vt !#

1
A5l2

64mv0
3 @73 sin~vt !136 sin~3vt !25sin~5vt !#1•••. ~2.10!

From Eq.~2.9!, the frequencyv depends upon the amplitude of oscillationA, a behavior charac-
teristic of nonlinear oscillations.We are particularly interested in how such nonlinear features
emerge from ‘‘linear’’ quantum mechanics as\→0.

Finally, it is extremely important to note that the Poincare´–Lindstedt perturbation expansions
are sensitive to the initial conditions assumed for the problem. For example, the expansions in Eqs.
~2.8! and ~2.9! arise from the rather standard initial conditions of Eq.~2.7!. However, a look at
Nayfeh,24 for example, reveals a slightly different expansion—the second order correction in the
frequency has~apart from normalization! a numerical factor of1516 instead of2116. In Nayfeh,24 a
different set of initial conditions was imposed. One can make a correspondence between the two
expansions with a proper ‘‘renormalization’’ of the amplitude of oscillation, as we now briefly
show. This is a rather important feature that has been ignored in a number of papers, especially
when the results are compared to references such as Nayfeh.24

In Nayfeh’s approach, the initial conditions for eachxk(s) in Eq. ~2.3! are chosen so that the
characteristic solution for each differential equation in the hierarchy is zero. Note that in the
resulting solutions,
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x̃~ t !5A cos~ṽt1w!1
A3l

8v0
2m

cos@3~ṽt1w!#

1
A5l2

64v0
4m2 $221 cos@3~ṽt1w!#1cos@5~ṽt1w!#%1•••, ~2.11!

ṽ5v01
3A2l

2mv0
2
15A4l2

16m2v0
3 1•••, ~2.12!

the initial conditionx̃(0) is a series inl. By settingw50 and inverting the series

A5A1
A3l

8v0
2m

2
5A5l2

16v0
4m2 1•••, ~2.13!

one can recover the solutions in Eqs.~2.8! and ~2.9!.
We show below that quantum mechanical expansions will also demonstrate such a phenom-

enon with respect to initial conditions.

III. QM TIME DEPENDENT PERTURBATION THEORY

We now consider the quantum mechanical counterpart of the previous section, namely, the
time evolution of quantum states under the influence of perturbed Hamiltonians, as determined by
the time dependent Schro¨dinger equation~TDSE!,

i\
]C

]t
~x,t !5ĤC~x,t !, ~3.1!

where

Ĥ5Ĥ ~0!1lĤ ~1!. ~3.2!

As usual, it is assumed that the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the unperturbed time indepen-
dent Schro¨dinger equation are known:

Ĥ ~0!fn
~0!5En

~0!fn
~0! , n50,1, . . . . ~3.3!

Let the time independent Schro¨dinger equation for the Hamiltonian in Eq.~3.2! be denoted by

Ĥfn5Enfn , n50,1,2, . . . . ~3.4!

Our focus will be the QM counterpart to Eq.~2.5!, namely, the QM quartic anharmonic oscillator,
with Hamiltonian

Ĥ~ x̂,p̂!5
p̂2

2m
1
mv0

2

2
x̂21l x̂4. ~3.5!

There are two major concerns in the formulation of a perturbation method.

~1! The basis set:The usual procedure in the Schro¨dinger picture is to assume a perturbation
expansion for the wavefunctionC(x,t) in terms of theunperturbedeigenfunctionsfn

(0)(x) of
Ĥ (0). As in classical perturbation theory, however, there is a price to pay, namely, the appearance
of secular terms. Dirac’s27–30 variation of constants method is the most common approach to
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removing secular terms from perturbation expansions in the unperturbed basis. Langhoffet al.31

have clarified certain aspects of the Dirac method such as how to deal properly with secular and
normalization terms at higher orders, but their methods are developed only for situations where the
initial condition is a single unperturbed eigenfunction. Bhattacharyya32,33 introduced an undeter-
mined phase method which can be adapted to handle more complicated initial conditions. This
method provides the same result as the BD method. The method of Bhaumik and Dutta-Roy, i.e.
assuming an expansion in the eigenfunctionsfn(x) of the perturbed Hamiltonian

Ĥ5Ĥ (0)1lĤ (1), essentially bypasses the problem of secular terms. If the initial condition of Eq.
~3.1! may be written as

C~x,0!5 (
n50

`

Cnfn~x!, ~3.6!

then its time evolution in the ‘‘diagonal’’ basis$fn% is given simply by

C~x,t!5(
n50

`

Cne
2iEnt/\fn~x!. ~3.7!

This formulation may be considered as a kind of scaling of time, roughly analogous to the
Poincare´–Lindstedt method of classical mechanics.

~2! The initial condition C(x,0): The goal is to produce dynamical quantum states whose
classical limits yield periodic orbits inx-p phase space. This rules out the use of eigenstates,
whose time evolution involves only a change in phase. Instead, it is more natural to consider the
harmonic oscillator coherent states~HOCS!, which are dynamical states of the unperturbed har-
monic oscillator. The HOCS are defined as6–8,34–40

ua&5e2uau2/2(
n50

` an

An!
fn

~0!~x!, ~3.8!

where thefn
(0)(x) denote the harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions andaPC. If C(x,0)5ua& in Eq.

~3.1! and Ĥ is the Hamiltonian for the harmonic oscillator, then

C~0!~x,t!5e2iv0t/2uae2 iv0t&. ~3.9!

In other words, a HOCS remains a HOCS. From

^C~0!~x,t!ux̂uC~0!~x,t!&5A 2\

mv0
uaucos~v0t1w!, ~3.10!

wherea5uaue2 iw, and the classical harmonic oscillator solutionx(t)5Acos(v0t1w), one may
define the following classical limit for coherent states~CLCS!:

CLCS: limuau→`,\→0, with \uau25g[
mv0

2
A2. ~3.11!

It also follows that

lim
CLCS

uC~0!~x,t !u25d@x2Acos~v0t1w!#, ~3.12!

whered(x) denotes the Dirac delta function. An analogous result holds for momentum.

Bhaumik and Dutta-Roy5 employed the CLCS to study the TDSE for perturbed harmonic
oscillator problems using coherent states. Their method may be summarized as follows.

~1! Assume the following initial condition for the TDSE in Eq.~3.1!:
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C~x,0!5ua&85e2uau2/2(
n50

` an

An!
fn~x!, ~3.13!

where thefn(x) denote the solutions to theperturbedharmonic oscillator eigenvalue problem
given in Eq.~3.4!.

~2! Solve the TDSE forC(x,t) as a perturbation series inl. This is relatively straightforward in
the diagonalfn basis.

~3! Apply the CLCS to the the perturbation expansion for the quantum expectation value^x&(t)
5^C(x,t)ux̂uC(x,t)& to produce a perturbation series^x&CLCS(t).

BD performed the above calculation, but only to first order. It was observed that the pertur-
bation serieŝx&CLCS(t) agreed with the Poincare´–Lindstedt series forx(t) for the corresponding
perturbed classical problem. However, as we show below, both the calculation of second and
higher order terms and their comparison with classical expansions must be done with extreme
care. There are two major points.

~1! Secular terms are avoided in the BD method.
~2! Since the initial conditions of this problem do not involve an unperturbed coherent state,

higher order terms donot agree~in the classical limit! with the expansion in Eqs.~2.8! and
~2.9!, in particular, with regard to the perturbation series for the frequencyv(l).

In order to better understand the nature of the classical limit of such time dependent quantum
perturbation expansions, we have examined this perturbation method in the perturbed oscillator
basis usingtwo different sets of initial conditions, which we refer to as follows.

Method 1: The initial condition is the exact HOCSua& in Eq. ~3.8!,
Method 2: The initial condition used by BD; a kind of perturbed HOCSua&8 in Eq. ~3.13!.

Method 1 would seem to be the natural choice since one starts with a HOCS with a well
defined classical limit/amplitude. It will be seen, however, that Method 2 is a far more convenient
way to both calculate the perturbation expansion for^x&(t) and take its classical limit. In both
cases, it is useful to employ a set of perturbed eigenfunctionsfn of Ĥ which satisfy theorthonor-
malization condition ^fmufn&5dm,n rather than theintermediate normalizationcondition
^fn

(0)ufn&51 when constructing the RS perturbation expansions. Details of these two different
normalization conditions are given by Hirschfelderet al.41 ~Note: This important point did not
have to be considered by BD since both normalization methods give the same results to first
order.!

A. Method 1: HOCS initial condition

Using the initial condition of Eq.~3.8! and the expansion of Eq.~3.6! and the fact that
^fkufn&5dkn we have

Cn5e2uau2/2(
k50

` ak

Ak!
^fnufk

~0!&. ~3.14!

Using Eq.~3.7!

^C~x,t !uâuC~x,t !&5 (
n50

`

(
m50

`

CnCm* expF i t\ ~Em2En!G^fmuâufn&, ~3.15!

whereâ is the annihilation operator:
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â5
1

A2m\v0

~mv0x̂1 i p̂ !. ~3.16!

Now, the method will be applied to the quartic anharmonic oscillator whose Hamiltonian is given
by Eq.~3.5!. The~time independent! Rayleigh Schro¨dinger perturbation theory~RSPT! expansions
in l for the eigenvalueEn and the eigenvectorfn are first constructed:

En5En
~0!1En

~1!l1En
~2!l21O~l3!, ~3.17!

fn5fn
~0!1fn

~1!l1fn
~2!l21O~l3!. ~3.18!

For future reference,

En
~0!5\v0~n11/2!, ~3.19!

En
~1!5

3\2

4m2v0
2
~2n212n11!, ~3.20!

En
~2!52

\3

m4v0
5 S 174 n31

51

8
n21

59

8
n1

21

8
D , ~3.21!

En
~3!5

\4

2m6v0
8 S 3758 n41

375

4
n31177n21

1041

8
n1

333

8
D , ~3.22!

fn
~1!5

\

4m2v0
3 F14An~n21!~n22!~n23!fn24

~0! 1~2n21!An~n21!fn22
~0!

2~2n13!A~n11!~n12!fn12
~0!

2
1

4
A~n11!~n12!~n13!~n14!fn14

~0! G , ~3.23!

and

fn
~2!5

\2

16m4v0
6 F 132An~n21!•••~n27!fn28

~0!

1
1

12
~6n211!An~n21!•••~n25!fn26

~0!

1~2n229n17!An~n21!~n22!~n23!fn24
~0!

2
1

4
~2n31129n22107n166!An~n21!fn22

~0!

2
1

16
~65n41130n31487n21422n1156!fn

~0!
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2
1

4
~2n32123n22359n2300!A~n11!~n12!fn12

~0!

1~2n2113n118!A~n11!•••~n14!fn14
~0!

1
1

12
~6n117!A~n11!•••~n16!fn16

~0!

1
1

32
A~n11!•••~n18!fn18

~0! G . ~3.24!

Using the notation

Cn5Cn
~0!1lCn

~1!1l2Cn
~2!1O~l3!, ~3.25!

and substituting Eq.~3.18! into Eq. ~3.15! yields

^C~x,t !uâuC~x,t !&5S11l~S21S3!1l2~S41S51S6!1O~l3!, ~3.26!

where

S15 (
n50

`

(
m50

`

expF i t\ ~Em2En!GCn
~0!Cm*

~0!^fm
~0!uâufn

~0!&, ~3.27!

S25 (
n50

`

(
m50

`

expF i t\ ~Em2En!G~Cn
~0!Cm*

~1!1Cn
~1!Cm*

~0!!^fm
~0!uâufn

~0!&, ~3.28!

S35 (
n50

`

(
m50

`

expF i t\ ~Em2En!GCn
~0!Cm*

~0!~ ^fm
~0!uâufn

~1!&1^fm
~1!uâufn

~0!& !, ~3.29!

S45 (
n50

`

(
m50

`

expF i t\ ~Em2En!G~Cn
~2!Cm*

~0!1Cn
~1!Cm*

~1!1Cn
~0!Cm*

~2!!^fm
~0!uâufn

~0!&,

~3.30!

S55 (
n50

`

(
m50

`

expF i t\ ~Em2En!GCn
~0!Cm*

~0!~ ^fm
~0!uâufn

~2!&1^fm
~1!uâufn

~1!&1^fm
~2!uâufn

~0!& !,

~3.31!

and

S65 (
n,m50

`

expF i t\ ~Em2En!G~Cn
~1!Cm*

~0!1Cn
~0!Cm*

~1!!

3~^fm
~0!uâufn

~1!&1^fm
~1!uâufn

~0!& !. ~3.32!

We now wish to rearrange these expansions in order to facilitate the application of the classical
limit. First consider the zeroth order termS1. Using properties of the annihilation operator acting
on the harmonic oscillator wave function, we have
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^fm
~0!uâufn

~0!&5Andm,n21 . ~3.33!

From Eqs.~3.14!, ~3.18!, and~3.25!,

Cn
~0!5e2uau2/2

an

An!
. ~3.34!

The zeroth order term then becomes

S15ae2uau2(
n50

` uau2n

n!
expF i t\ ~En2En11!G . ~3.35!

The discussion of the classical limit of this expression will be deferred until later.
Consider the first order expressions. From Eqs.~3.14!, ~3.18!, ~3.23!, ~3.25!, ~3.33!, and~3.34!

we have

S25
\

4m2v0
3e

2uau2H a5

4 (
n50

`

expF i t\ ~En142En15!G uau2n

n!

1a3(
n50

`

expF i t\ ~En122En13!G uau2n

n!
~2n13!

2a~a* !2(
n50

`

expF i th ~En2En11!G uau2n

n!
~2n13!

2
a~a* !4

4 (
n50

`

expF i t\ ~En2En11!G uau2n

n!

1
~a* !3

4 (
n50

`

expF i t\ ~En132En14!G uau2n

n!
~n14!

1a* (
n50

`

expF i t\ ~En112En12!G uau2n

n!
~2n217n16!

2a3(
n50

`

expF i t\ ~En2En11!G uau2n

n!
~2n15!

2
a5

4 (
n50

`

expF i t\ ~En2En11!G uau2n

n! J . ~3.36!

It is difficult to take the classical limit of the above expression. Equation~B2! can be used to cast
Eq. ~3.36! in a form that is more amenable to taking the classical limit. Sincea is a complex
number, leta5uaue2 iw. In order to ensure that the quantum initial conditions correspond to the
classical initial conditions given in Eq.~2.7!, we require thatw50 @see Eq.~3.10! and Section
III C #. Since it simplifies the results, we will replacea with uau at this point. The simplified
version of Eq.~3.36! is

S25
\

4m2v0
3e

2uau2H F12 ~T4,52T0,1!14~T3,42T1,2!G uau5

1@28T0,1112T2,31T3,4#uau316T1,2uauJ , ~3.37!
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where

Tj ,k5 (
n50

` uau2n

n!
expF i t ~En1 j2En1k!

\ G . ~3.38!

After performing similar simplifications on the other terms, we obtain

S35
\

4m2v0
3e

2uau2$uau3@2T0,326T2,12T3,0#26uauT1,0%, ~3.39!

S45e2uau2
\2

16m4v0
6
$@ 1

8 ~T0,11T8,922T4,5!12~T1,21T7,822T4,5!

18~T2,31T6,722T4,5!22~T3,41T5,622T4,5!#

3uau91@ 16
3 ~T0,12T3,4!154~T1,22T3,4!154~T2,32T4,5!190~T5,62T3,4!1 74

3 ~T6,72T4,5!

1 3
2 ~T7,82T3,4!1 16

3 ~T3,42T4,5!#uau71@66T0,11297T1,22366T2,32444T3,41306T4,5

195T5,61
15
2 T6,7#uau51@270T0,12

669
2 T1,22624T2,31342T3,41120T4,5115T5,6#uau3

1@2 177
2 T0,12192T1,2190T2,3130T3,41

15
2 T4,5#uau%, ~3.40!

S55e2uau2
\2

16m4v0
6
$@3T0,522T5,0260T1,4121T4,11

27
2 T2,31138T3,2#uau5

1@2120T0,3142T3,01
81
2 T1,21414T2,1#uau31@9T0,11180T1,0#uau%, ~3.41!

and

S65e2uau2
\2

16m4v0
6
$@~T4,72T0,3!1 1

2 ~T3,02T7,4!13~T2,12T6,5!18~T3,62T1,4!14~T4,12T6,3!

124~T3,22T5,4!#uau71@3T1,0196T2,1224T0,3112T3,0148T2,5224T5,22168T4,316T3,6

23T6,3221T5,4#uau51@48T1,01108T1,4254T4,12252T3,2118T2,529T5,2224T4,3#uau3

1@60T0,3230T3,0272T2,1112T1,426T4,1#uau%. ~3.42!

We have now accounted for all terms in the asymptotic expansion of Eq.~3.26!. For a more
detailed account of these calculations, we refer the reader to the thesis of McRae.20

B. Method 2: Perturbed HOCS initial condition (BD)

As stated earlier, the initial condition used by BD is

F~x,0!5e2uau2/2(
n50

` an

An!
fn . ~3.43!
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Assuming the expansion

F~x,t !5 (
n50

`

C n expS 2
iEnt

\ Dfn~x!, ~3.44!

we have

^F~x,t !uâuF~x,t !&5 (
n50

`

(
m50

`

C nC m* expF i t\ ~Em2En!G^fmuâufn&, ~3.45!

where

C n5e2uau2/2
an

An!
. ~3.46!

Obviously, the expression forC n much simpler than that ofCn in Method 1, cf. Eq.~3.14!. The
solution of Method 2 is comprised of theS1, S3, andS5 terms of Method 1.

C. Classical Limit of Method 1

For the sake of notation, let

^C~x,t !ux̂uC~x,t !&5 (
n50

`

^x̂&~n!ln. ~3.47!

Using Eq.~3.26! and the fact that

x̂5A \

2mv0
~ â1â†!, ~3.48!

the zeroth order term is given by

^x̂&~0!5A \

2mv0
~S11S1* !. ~3.49!

Settinga5uaue2 iw and using Eqs.~3.11!, ~3.35!, and~B8!, it follows that

lim
CLCS

^x̂&~0!5A cos~Wt1w!, ~3.50!

where the frequencyW admits the series expansion given in Eq.~B9!.
At this point, we can note two discrepancies from the zeroth order classical solution given in

Eqs.~2.8! and ~2.9!.

~1! There is no phase term in the classical solution@due to the initial conditions in Eq.~2.7!#. This
can be easily remedied by settingw50 in the quantum result.

~2! The frequency expansion in Eq.~B9! doesnotagree with the classical frequency expansion of
Eq. ~2.9!, specifically as regards the second order term. The explanation for this observation is
a bit more subtle.

Consider the zeroth order term from the classical Poincare´–Lindstedt method,A cos(vt). From
Eqs.~2.9! and ~B9!, we can write the classical Poincare´–Lindstedt frequency as
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v5W1
15A4l2

8m2v0
3 2

147A6l3

16m3v0
5 1•••. ~3.51!

Writing the classical Poincare´–Lindstedt solution forx(t) given in Eq.~2.8! in terms ofW and
replacing other trigonometric functions with the first few terms of their Taylor series expansions,

x~ t !5A cos~Wt!1
A3l

8mv0
2 @cos~3Wt!2cos~Wt!#2

15A5l2t

8m2v0
3 sin~Wt!

1
A5l2

16m2v0
4 F234 cos~Wt!26 cos~3Wt!1

1

4
cos~5Wt!G

1
A7l3t

64m3v0
5 @603 sin~Wt!245 sin~3Wt!#

2
225A9l4t2

128m4v0
6 cos~Wt!1O~l4!. ~3.52!

Thus, in order for the classical limit of the BD method to agree with the classical Poincare´–
Lindstedt results, secular terms must arise from the classical limit of higher order terms in the
quantum BD series. This turns out to be the case, as we now show.

Consider the classical limit of the first order terms in Eq.~3.47!:

^x̂&~1!5A \

2mv0

~S21S2*1S31S3* !. ~3.53!

Using Eqs.~3.37! and ~3.39!,

^ x̂&~1!5A \3

32m5v0
7e

2uau2H F12 ~T4,52T0,1!14~T3,42T1,2!G uau5

1@28T0,1112T2,31T3,412T0,326T2,12T3,0#uau3

16@T1,22T1,0#uauJ 1 complex conjugate. ~3.54!

In order to calculate the classical limit of theuau5 term, we must use the results given in Eqs.
~B11! and~B12!. The classical limit of the other terms can be obtained with the use of Eq.~B8!.
The result is

lim
CLCS

^x̂&~1!5
A3

8mv0
2 @cos~3Wt!2cos~Wt!220ts sin~Wt!#, ~3.55!

wheres is given by Eq.~B12!. Explicitly writing out the first few terms ofs, we have

lim
CLCS

l^x̂&~1!5
A3l

8mv0
2 @cos~3Wt!2cos~Wt!#2

15A5l2t

8m2v0
3 sin~Wt!1

255A7l3t

32m3v0
5 sin~Wt!1O~l4!.

~3.56!

Note that the first term ins gives the orderl2 secular term that was predicted in Eq.~3.52! by
rearranging the classical solution.
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Now consider the classical limit of the second order terms@see Eqs.~3.40!, ~3.41!, and~3.42!#:

^x̂&~2!5A \

2mv0

~S41S4*1S51S5*1S61S6* !. ~3.57!

The classical limit of theuau9, uau7, anduau5 terms can be found with the aid of Eqs.~B11! and
~B14!. Keeping only the first term ofs @see Eq.~B12!#, we have that

lim
CLCS

l2^x̂&~2!5
A5l2

16v0
4m2 F234 cos~Wt!26 cos~3Wt!1

1

4
cos~5Wt!G1

93A7l3t

64m3v0
5 sin~Wt!

2
45A7l3t

64m3v0
5 sin~3Wt!2

225A9l4t2

128m4v0
6 cos~Wt!1O~l4!. ~3.58!

Comparing Eqs.~3.56! and ~3.58! with Eq. ~3.52!, we see that we can account for the secular
terms which arise from the classical limit of the BD method.In addition, if Eq. (3.51) is used to
write the results of Eqs. (3.50), (3.56), and (3.58) in terms ofv, and the trigonometric functions
involving (v2W) are replaced by the first few terms of their Taylor series expansions, we obtain
the Poincare´–Lindstedt perturbation expansion of Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9).

In summary, the application of the CLCS to the quantum perturbation expansion yielded by
Method 1 produces a classical expansion with secular terms. However, if the Poincare´–Lindstedt
perturbation expansion to the initial value problem of Eqs.~2.6! and~2.7! is written in terms of the
frequency expansion obtained from Method 1 and then expanded, an identical expansion with
secular terms is obtained.Conversely, the classical expansion yielded by Method 1, complete with
secular terms, can be transformed into the Poincare´–Lindstedt perturbation expansion.

D. Classical limit of Method 2 (BD)

This proceeds in a manner similar to that of Method 1 above. In order to avoid confusion with
the constantA of Method 1, we denote the CLCS here as\→0, uau→`, with \uau2

5A2mv0/2. The result is

^F~x,t !ux̂uF~x,t !&CLCS5A cos~W t !1
A3l

8mv0
2

@cos~3W t !26 cos~W t !#

1
A5l2

128v0
4m2

@303 cos~W t !278 cos~3W t !12 cos~5W t !#1•••,

~3.59!

with

W 5v01
3A2l

2mv0

2
51A4

16m2v0
3

l21
375A6

32m3v0
5
l31•••. ~3.60!

In order to compare these results with the classical Poincare´–Lindstedt results of Eqs.~2.8! and
~2.9!, we need to invert the series

^F~x,0!ux̂uF~x,0!&5A5A2
5A3

8mv0
2 l1

227

128

A5

m2v0
4 l21•••, ~3.61!
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to obtain

A5A1
5

8

A3

mv0
2 l2

77

128

A5

m2v0
4 l21•••. ~3.62!

When this expansion forA is substituted into Eqs.~3.59! and~3.60!, then the classical Poincare´–
Lindstedt expansions of Eqs.~2.8! and ~2.9! are obtained.

In addition we have

^C~x,t !u p̂uC~x,t !&CLCS52Amv0 sin~W t !2
A3l

8v0

@3 sin~3W t !16 sin~W t !#

1
A5l2

64mv0
3 F25 sin~5W t !181 sin~3W t !1

249

2
sin~W t !G1•••,

~3.63!

with W as given in Eq.~3.60!. Once the substitution of Eq.~3.62! is made, then the classical
Poincare´–Lindstedt expansion forp(t) of Eq. ~2.10! is obtained.

In summary, the CLCS applied to Method 2 also yields a Poincare´–Lindstedt perturbation
expansion for a classical periodic orbit. However the amplitudeA of this orbit is given by Eq.
~3.62! and not simplyA. This is in analogy to the situation for classical orbits shown in Section II.

IV. THE CONNECTION BETWEEN THE N\ AND THE zaz2\ CLASSICAL LIMITS FOR
THE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR PROBLEM

The connection between theN\ and theuau2\ classical limits~for time independent and time
dependent perturbation theories, respectively! is not obvious apart from the common mathematical
operation of letting\→0. This section will provide some insight by investigating the classical
limit of the quantum probability density for the harmonic oscillator problem.

A. The classical probability density

Here we assume the special case of a bounded periodic orbit in one spatial dimension in a
potential wellV(x) with turning points atx1 and x2. Since the classical probability density is
inversely proportional to the the velocity (v(x)),

Pcl~x!5N
1

AE2V~x!
, ~4.1!

whereN is determined by the normalization condition

E
x1

x2
Pcl~x!dx51. ~4.2!

For the harmonic oscillator,

V~x!5
mv0

2

2
x2, ~4.3!

the turning points are andx152A andx25A, where
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A5A 2E

mv0
2
5A 2J

mv0

, ~4.4!

andJ is the classical action of the orbit. Thus,

Pcl~x!5H 1

pAA22x2
, for uxu,A,

0, for uxu.A.

~4.5!

The classical probability density along with the corresponding quantum probability density is
depicted in Fig. 1.

B. The probability density of the harmonic oscillator coherent state and its classical
limit

Consider the probability distribution for the harmonic oscillator coherent state and its classical
limit given in Eq. ~3.12!. In order to compare this result with the probability density for an
ensemble of classical orbits given in Eq.~4.5!, we can take a time average over one period of
oscillation,42 T52p/v0:

lim
CLCS

1

TE0
T

uC~0!~x,t !u2dt5
1

TE0
T

d@x2A cos~v0t1w!#dt. ~4.6!

Using the fact that@Ref. 8, p. 1471, Eq.~21!#

d@g~ t !#5(
j

d~ t2t j !

ug8~ t j !u
, ~4.7!

where thet j are the simple zeroes ofg(t), it can be shown that the right hand side of Eq.~4.6! is
equal to the classical probability density in Eq.~4.5!.

FIG. 1. The classical (Pcl(x)) and quantum (ufn
(0)(x)u2,n550) probability densities for the harmonic oscillator.
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Now consider the coherent state written in terms of the harmonic oscillator stationary state
basis functions:

C~0!~x,t !5e2uau2/2(
n50

` an

An!
expF2 i tv0S n1

1

2
D Gfn

~0!~x!. ~4.8!

The time average of the magnitude of the above wavefunction is

1

TE0
T

uC~0!~x,t !u2dt5e2uau2(
n50

` uau2n

n!
ufn

~0!u2. ~4.9!

The coefficients of this sum constitute a Poisson density function,

e2uau2uau2n

n!
, ~4.10!

which is plotted in Fig. 2. If we assume for the moment thatn is a continuous variable,~say
x), we can write the Poisson density function in terms of the gamma function,

f ~x!5
e2uau2uau2x

G~x11!
. ~4.11!

The derivative off (x) is given by

f 8~x!5
e2uau2uau2x@ lnuau22c~x11!#

G~x11!
, ~4.12!

wherec(•) is the digamma~or psi! function @see Abramowitz and Stegun,43 p. 258, Eq.~6.3.1!#.
From Abramowitz and Stegun,43 p. 259, Eq.~6.3.18!,

c~x11!; ln~x11!2
1

~2x12!
1•••, x→`, ~4.13!

FIG. 2. The Poisson distributione2uau2uau2n/n!. The first peak corresponds touau517 and the second touau527.
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so that there is a critical point atx'uau221, for largex ~and hence for largeuau). This means that
the maximum of the Poisson distribution is approximately located atn'uau2 for large uau. The
fact that the dominant contribution in the sum of harmonic oscillator wavefunctions is due to those
functions with quantum numbers in the neighborhood ofn'uau2 was noted by Schro¨dinger in his
paper which introduced the harmonic oscillator coherent states.6,7 LetN denote the value ofn with
the maximum contribution to the sum in Eq.~4.9! ~i.e.,N'uau2). Note that the maximum doesnot
become sharper and higher asuau increases. From Abramowitz and Stegun,43 p. 929 the variance
of the Poisson distribution isuau2 so that the distribution spreads out asuau increases~see Fig. 2!.
This means that the classical limit of coherent states does not just select a single wavefunction at
n'uau2. Instead, an increasing number of wavefunctions are included in the classical limit. This
supports Ballentine’s statement44 that the classical limit of a quantum state is an ensemble of
classical orbits, not a single classical orbit.

We have already shown, using thex-representation of the probability density that Eq.~4.9!
goes to the classical probability density in the CLCS@see Eqs.~4.6! and~4.7!#. The proof of this
fact using the representation in terms of the harmonic oscillator stationary states@i.e., the right
hand side of Eq.~4.9!#, is less elegant but it does however provide some insight into the interplay
between the CLCS@see Eq.~3.11!# and the\→0, n→`, n\5J limit for stationary states.

The basic idea~inspired by Liboff,45 p. 55! is to use the change of variables

z5
n2uau2

uau
~4.14!

to transform the sum weighted by a discrete Poisson distribution to an integral weighted by a
continuous Gaussian distribution. Using Stirling’s formula@see Abramowitz and Stegun,43 p. 257,
Eq. ~6.1.37!#, one can show that

e2uau2uau2n11

n!
;

1

A2p
expS 2z2

2 D , uau→`. ~4.15!

Note that sincen5N(11z/uau), the WKB approximation46 for ufn
(0)(x)u2 is valid in the CLCS. It

can be shown that the WKB approximation forufn
(0)(x)u2 goes to zero in the CLCS foruxu.A,

whereA is given in Eq.~4.4!. For2A,x,A,

ufnWKB
~0! ~x!u25

mv0

pA2Q~x!
H 11sinF 2

\
E

2A

x A2Q~y!dyG J , ~4.16!

whereQ(x)5m2v0
2x222mE. Letting Jn5n\ andJN5N\,

1

\
5

n

Jn
5

uauz1uau2

Jn
;

uauz1uau2

JN
, uau→`, ~4.17!

so that

e2uau2(
n50

` uau2n

n!
ufn

~0!~x!u2;
1

A2p3~A22x2!
E

2`

`

e2z2/2

3H 11sinF S 2uauz

JN
1

uau2

JN
D E

2A

x A2Q~y!dyG J dz. ~4.18!
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Since the second part of the integral vanishes asuau→`, we have the required result. See the
thesis of McRae20 for more details of this proof.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A major goal of this paper has been to point out several aspects of the method of BD5 which
have not previously appeared in the literature. It is misleading to state that the BD method can be
easily extended to higher orders or that taking the classical limit of the results of this method is an
efficient approach to performing classical perturbation theory. As we have seen, in general, the
second order calculations involve infinite summations for which a closed form cannot be found. If
the initial condition is chosen to be a harmonic oscillator coherent state~Method 1!, secular terms
emerge in the classical limit. Knowing the classical frequency (v), these results can be rewritten
in terms ofv to remove these secular terms and obtain the classical Poincare´–Lindstedt expan-
sion. If the initial condition is chosen to be a perturbed coherent state@see Eq.~3.43!#, as has been
done in the literature, then the resulting solution must be rearranged in order to agree with the
classical solution for higher orders in the perturbation parameter.

We have been able to pinpoint the location of secular terms which cause problems in the
classical limit when the initial conditions of Method 1 are assumed. In S3, the terms of order
a4 anda5 ~which would lead to secular terms in the classical limit! cancel each other out in the
expression^fm

(0)uâufn
(1)&1^fm

(1)uâufn
(0)&. Similarly in S5, terms of ordera6 to a9 disappear

through cancellation in the expression^fm
(0)uâufn

(2)&1^fm
(1)uâufn

(1)&1^fm
(2)uâufn

(0)&. These fortu-
itous cancellations do not occur in the expressionCn

(0)Cm*
(1)1Cn

(1)Cm*
(0) in S2 and S6, or in the

expressionCn
(2)Cm*

(0)1Cn
(1)Cm*

(1)1Cn
(0)Cm*

(2) in S4, causing secular terms to emerge in the clas-
sical limit. Admittedly, a deeper reason for this appearance of secular terms is not known at this
time. In addition, there remains the question of whether secular terms will emerge at higher orders
from the second choice of initial conditions. Clearly further work is needed to understand these
problems completely. We hope that our study would inspire further investigations.

The method of Bhattacharyya32,33has also been investigated20 using the initial conditions of a
HOCS. It is found to yield the same results as BD Method 1. As such, Bhattacharyya’s method
will encounter the same problem of secular terms emerging in the classical limit for this initial
condition.

Obtaining classical Poincare´–Lindstedt perturbation expansions from a classical limit of co-
herent states is not unexpected. It turns out that the classical limit of coherent states given in Eq.
~3.11! is also valid for solutions of the time development of a harmonic oscillator coherent state in
an anharmonic potential. Several authors47–51 have considered classical limits of coherent state
time evolution. In particular, Hagedorn49 rigorously proved a result originally introduced by
Heller.52 Heller calculated the time evolution of certain Gaussian wave packets semi-classically.
Hagedorn rigorously showed that the quantum evolution of these wave packets approaches the
classical solution asymptotically as\→0. At this point, it is appropriate to mention that
Combescure53 has extended Hagedorn’s results to the case of explicitly time dependent periodic
Hamiltonians where the classical equations of motion possess periodic orbits.

In Section IV, we have shown the connection between two types of classical limit which share
the common mathematical operation of letting\→0. The classical limit for coherent states also
involves then\5J limit for energy eigenstates. In the harmonic oscillator~and perturbed anhar-
monic oscillator!, the connection between the two limits implies that an increasing number of
eigenstates are included as\→0 in order to produce a delta function distribution which is cen-
tered on the classical periodic orbit.
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APPENDIX A: CLASSICAL LIMIT OF RSPT

It has been shown that a classical limit of the quantum mechanical Rayleigh–Schro¨dinger
perturbation series~see for example the review article of Hirschfelderet al.41! for the energy
eigenvalues can be taken to yield the classical canonical~i.e., action preserving! perturbation
series. Turchetti3 was the first to study the classical limit of the Rayleigh–Schro¨dinger perturba-
tion series for one dimensional anharmonic oscillators. For more on the results of this section see
the paper of McRae and Vrscay1 and references therein.

Quantum mechanically, the eigenvalue problem to be solved is

@Ĥ ~0!1lV̂#fn~x!5Enfn~x!, ~A1!

where the solutions of the unperturbed eigenvalue problem,

Ĥ ~0!fn
~0!~x!5En

~0!fn
~0!~x!, ~A2!

are known. In the above equations,Ĥ (0) denotes the unperturbed quantum Hamiltonian,l is the
perturbation parameter,V̂ is the perturbing potential,fn(x),fn

(0)(x), En , andEn
(0) are the eigen-

functions and the energy eigenvalues of the perturbed and unperturbed systems, respectively.
Using Rayleigh–Schro¨dinger perturbation theory, a perturbation series for the energy,

En~\!5(
j50

`

En
~ j !~\!l j , ~A3!

can be calculated.
In the corresponding classical situation, consider a Hamiltonian of the form

H~x,p!5H ~0!~x,p!1lV~x!, ~A4!

whereH (0)(x,p) is the Hamiltonian of the unperturbed classical system,l is the perturbation
parameter, andV(x) is the perturbing potential. One can use Poincare´–von Zeipel perturbation
theory to find a perturbation expansion for the classical energy in terms of the action variable
J:

E~J!5(
j50

`

E~ j !~J!l j . ~A5!

It is not immediately obvious which classical energy out of an infinite continuum of possible
energies is being calculated in the perturbation series of Eq.~A5!. It turns out to be the energy of
the periodic orbit in phase space that possesses the same actionJ as the unperturbed system. This
is due to the fact that classical canonical perturbation theory preserves the action.

The appropriate classical limit for Turchetti’s result is\→0, n→`, with n\5J. In this limit,
the quantum perturbation series forEn goes to the classical perturbation series forE.

Graffi and Paul4 have rigorously proved the validity of then\ classical limit for theN
dimensional harmonic oscillator with nonresonant frequencies and an entire holomorphic perturb-
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ing potential. Alverez, Graffi and Silverstone54 have shown that the Rayleigh–Schro¨dinger per-
turbation series for the energy can be rearranged to give the classical series plus convergent
subseries that give corrections in powers of\, through investigations of the quartic54 and cubic55

one dimensional anharmonic oscillators. McRae and Vrscay56,1 introduced a method of calculating
the classical energy series of Eq.~A5! analogous to the quantum Hellmann–Feynman method,
which is easier to calculate to large order than the Poincare´–von Zeipel method. The classical
limit of perturbation series for radial hydrogenic problems was also investigated. Finally, it is
important to mention another method of classical perturbation theory, the Birkhoff,57 Gustavson58

normal form perturbation theory and its quantum analogue.59–64

APPENDIX B: CLASSICAL LIMIT RESULTS FOR THE BD METHOD

This appendix contains several results which are useful for calculating classical limits of
expressions from the BD method. If we only keep terms to first order inl, the BD solutions are
made up of summations of the form

e2uau2(
n50

` uau2n

n!
exp@a1b\l~n1c!# ~B1!

~wherea, b and c are constants!, for which a closed form can be found and the classical limit
taken. If higher order terms inl are retained, then the exponentials will contain terms of order
n2 and higher and a closed form for the summations can no longer be found. In this case, the
results of this appendix are required in order to obtain the classical limit. In the literature,5,9–17

only first order perturbative solutions have been given so that the details of the complications
which occur for taking the classical limit of higher order terms have not been published before.

The following result may be proved by induction using properties of Stirling numbers of the
second kind which can be found in Abramowitz and Stegun43 on p. 824,

e2uau2(
n50

`

expF i t\ ~En1 j2En1k!G uau2n

n!
np

5e2uau2(
l50

p21

S p
~p2 l ! (

n50

`

expF i t\ ~En1 j1p2 l2En1k1p2 l !G uau2~n1p2 l !

n!
, ~B2!

for p51,2, . . . ,whereS n
(m) are Stirling numbers of the second kind. Note that for the special case

of j5k we have

e2uau2(
n50

` uau2n

n!
np5 (

l50

p21

S p
~p2 l !uau2~p2 l !, for p>1. ~B3!

The following result was first proved by Benoit:18

L5 lim
CLCS

e2uau2(
n50

` uau2n

n!
expF (

j50

`

\ j(
k50

j

aj ,kn
kG5expF (

k50

`

ak,kg
kG , ~B4!

whereg andCLCSare defined in Eq.~3.11!. The above limit may be proved by expanding the
exponential in the left hand side of Eq.~B4! in a Taylor series, rearranging so that all of the\
terms are collected together, and then using the result which follows to take the classical limit.
From Eq.~B3!,
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e2uau2(
n50

` uau2n

n!
\ jnk5 (

i50

k21

S k
~k2 i !uau2~k2 i !\ j , k>1, ~B5!

so that

lim
CLCS

e2uau2(
n50

` uau2n

n!
\ jnk5H g j , if k5 j ,

0, if j.k,

`, if j,k.

~B6!

As a particular case, consider the classical limit of

S5e2uau2(
n50

`

expF i t\ ~En1 j2En1k!G uau2n

n!
. ~B7!

Using the series expansion of Eq.~3.17! and Eqs.~3.19!–~3.22!, for the quartic anharmonic
oscillator, we have

lim
CLCS

e2uau2(
n50

`

expF i t\ ~En1 j2En1k!G uau2n

n!
5exp@ i t ~ j2k!W#, ~B8!

where

W5v01
3g

m2v0
2
l2

51

4

g2

m4v0
5
l21

375

4

g3

m6v0
8
l31O~l4!

5v01
3A2

2mv0

l2
51

16

A4

m2v0
3
l21

375

32

A6

m3v0
5
l31O~l4!. ~B9!

Note that in deriving Eq.~B4! we expanded the exponential. This means that the resulting classical
limit is valid only for finite times.

Using similar techniques, it may be shown that

lim
CLCS

uau2e2uau2(
n50

` uau2n

n! H expF (
j50

`

\ j(
k50

j

aj ,kn
kG2expF (

j50

`

\ j(
k50

j

bj ,kn
kG J

5expF (
j50

`

aj jg
j G (
k51

`

~ak,k212bk,k21!g
k, ~B10!

whenaj j5bj j for j50, . . . ,̀ . Applying the above result to the situation which arises in the BD
calculations,

lim
CLCS

uau2e2uau2@Tj ,k2TJ,K#5exp@ i t ~ j2k!W# i t ~ j 22k22J21K2!s, ~B11!

when j2k5J2K, whereW is given in Eq.~B9! and

s5
3A2l

4mv0

2
51A4l2

16m2v0
3

1
1125A6l3

64m3v0
5

1•••. ~B12!

The final result is
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lim
CLCS

uau4e2uau2(
n50

` uau2n

n! H expF (
j50

`

\ j(
k50

j

ajkn
kG1expF (

j50

`

\ j(
k50

j

bjkn
kG

22expF (
j50

`

\ j(
k50

j

djkn
kG J

5expF (
j50

`

aj jg
j G (
k52

`

gkH 2~ak,k221bk,k2222dk,k22!

1
1

2 (
i51

k21

~ai ,i21ak2 i ,k2 i211bi ,i21bk2 i ,k2 i2122di ,i21dk2 i ,k2 i21!J , ~B13!

when aj j5bj j5dj j and aj , j211bj , j2122dj , j2150. This enables us to calculate the classical
limit of terms such as theuau9 term in Eq.~3.40!:

lim
CLCS

uau4e2uau2@Tj ,k1TJ,K22TJ ,K #

5exp@ i t ~ j2k!W#H A4l2

4m2v0
2 F29t2

8
~ j2k!2@~ j1k!21~J1K !222~J1K !2#

1
i t

v0
@ j 32k31J32K322~J 32K 3!#1O~l3!G J , ~B14!

when j2k5J2K5J2K and j 22k21J22K222(J 22K 2)50.
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